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Jieyi Yang (5 years old)
Country: China
Artwork: A drawing of the university library from Jieyi Yang. Every day we take a walk around west Cambridge, and there was always excitement from Jieyi whenever he saw the tall building in the far-field. 'The tallest building in the world!' as Jieyi described it. When I asked him to draw his favourite place about Cambridge, he went for the tower building of the university library!

Attreyee Roy Chowdhury
Country: India
Life in Cambridge: The Magical View Outside the Library of Lucy Cavendish College.
Hobson’s Conduit monument holds a special place in my heart because it was one of the first monuments that I saw when I arrived in Cambridge. I was intrigued by its architecture as well as its history, and later I learned the role that it played as a fountain associated with Hobson’s Conduit on Market Hill. Today, I think of the monument as an informal gateway to the city centre and it always brings a smile to my face upon returning to Cambridge from adventures afar.
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I love knitting
From a watercolor by
?Andrea Williams?
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Marker for the Prime (Greenwich)
Meridian near Orwell
Lynn Dawson
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The Eagle Pub

Amanda Farnsworth
UK
The Peterhouse Pet outside the Master’s Lodge at Peterhouse
Christopher Johnson
UK
Memorial to students of Pembrook College lost in WW1

June Johnston
UK
Swan and Signets near the river Cam
Liz Tavner
UK
The Cambridge Botanical Gardens

Lovedy Cornish
UK
Lovdey’s husband, Bill’s study
Megumi Yui
Japan
Punting on the Camby St.
John’s College

Megumi Yui
Japan
Wisteria flower spray
Melendra
Sutcliff Sanders-
USA
The Judge Business School
Interior

AndreaBronskill
Canada
The Bridge of Sighs using a MERP filter
Every time I see this scene I sigh. I just love Cambridge!
Nicky Blanning
UK
The Sunset over Chesterton

Nicole Keshav
USA
Kings College Chapel. An architectural drawing by Leela Keshav
Tina Alexander
UK

Andrea Williams
Canada
The Mill Pond at Granta
Sally Williams
UK
Stained Glass Window sat the Emmanuel Reformed Church
Subjects: Oliver Cromwell and John Milton

Liz Tavner
UK
Cambridge Botanical Gardens
Brian Callingham
UK
The Mathematical Bridge
Queens' College

Margaret Callingham
UK
The NVS Knitting Group's blanket
Christine Halstead
UK
Strawberries and cream

Jane Luzio
UK
Jane’s Concertina
Vasiliki Al Aratz  
Country: Greece  
Place: Jerwood Library at Trinity Hall  

I took this photo a few years ago during a short visit in Cambridge. I could not imagine back then that after some years I would have had the opportunity to move to Cambridge and spend some years of my life here. This spot and especially the way that the library building blends harmoniously with nature around it, is one of the beautiful sceneries that made me fall in love with this city and even though I have taken many photos since then, this is still one of my favourites.

Mayumi Nato  
Japan  
University Graduation Procession
In Memory of
Elfrida Heath, our NVS Cinema Group leader
The Honor Gate at Gonville and Caius College in the snow